LIZHI Enters into Partnership with Established AI Chip Maker to Enhance Audio Services for Internet
of Vehicles
February 8, 2021
GUANGZHOU, China, February 8, 2021 (PR Newswire) -- LIZHI INC. (“LIZHI” or the “Company”) (NASDAQ: LIZI), a leading online UGC audio
community and interactive audio entertainment platform in China, today announced that it has entered into a cooperation agreement with Horizon
Robotics, an established chip maker for smart mobility in China, to collaborate on audio services for the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) market.
Founded in 2015, Horizon Robotics is a manufacturer of Artificial Intelligence（AI）chips for smart mobility in China. Since its establishment, Horizon
Robotics has been actively developing high-performance, low-power, open and flexible AI chips and solutions to empower smart mobility and a wider
range of general AI applications via combination of hardware and software.
Mr. Jinnan (Marco) Lai, Founder and Chief Executive Officer of LIZHI, commented, “We are excited to cooperate with Horizon Robotics and this is also
the first time we cooperated with a chip company for smart mobility. As the Internet of Vehicles market rapidly expands, we are committed to meeting
the rising demand for audio services in driving scenarios. Empowered by Horizon Robotics’ AI chip technology and LIZHI’s advanced audio
technology, we hope to be able to provide more personalized and scenario-specific audio services. We have launched a new podcast application last
month, LIZHI PODCAST (also named LIZHI BOKE in Chinese), which features curated content drawn from LIZHI’s extensive content library as well as
exclusive and original podcasts created by influencers from all walks of life. Under our collaboration with Horizon Robotics, LIZHI may be able to
further optimize in-car audio experiences and bring premium content from our LIZHI PODCAST to a wider user base.”
Hongzhi Zhang, General Manager of Horizon Robotics’ Intelligent Cockpit Products Department commented, “LIZHI is a leading online audio service
platform in China and we are excited to cooperate with LIZHI to expend the ecosystem of Horizon Robotics’ Intelligent Cockpit. Since it was founded in
2015, Horizon Robotics is committed to building a technology platform consisting of chips, algorithms and tools. We hope that with the addition of
in-car capabilities and AI interaction from Horizon Robotics, LIZHI and Horizon Robotics will be able to bring a new experience of in-car audio
interaction to the end users.”
About LIZHI INC.
LIZHI INC. is a leading online UGC audio community and interactive audio entertainment platform in China, with a mission to enable everyone to
showcase vocal talent. The Company is aiming to bring people closer together through voices.
Since the launch of its LIZHI App in 2013, LIZHI has cultivated a vibrant and growing community encouraging audio content creation and sharing. Now
LIZHI is an audio wonderland offering a wide range of podcasts and audio entertainment products and features, including audio live streaming and
various interactive audio social products, empowering users to enjoy an immersive and diversified entertainment experience through audio. LIZHI
envisions a global audio community – a place where everyone can create, share and connect with each other through voices and across cultures.
For more information, please visit: http://ir.lizhi.fm
Safe Harbor Statement
This press release contains forward-looking statements. These statements are made under the “safe harbor” provisions of the U.S. Private Securities
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Statements that are not historical facts, including statements about the Company’s beliefs and expectations, are
forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties, and a number of factors could cause actual results to
differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. In some cases, forward-looking statements can be identified by words or
phrases such as “may”, “will,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “aim,” “estimate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” “potential,” “continue,” “is/are likely to” or other
similar expressions. Further information regarding these and other risks, uncertainties or factors is included in the Company’s filings with the Securities
Exchange Commission. All information provided in this press release is as of the date of this press release, and the Company does not undertake any
duty to update such information, except as required under applicable law.
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